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Smart IoT Features

Fast and Precise Authentication

SHP-DP738

The Most Advanced Push-Pull Doorlock
 in harmony with modern interior design.

Easy to Use

One Time Password
Visitors can be issued with one-time 
passwords (passcode). You can create 
one-time passwords via mobile app. These 
temporary passwords are then automatically 
terminated after use.

Real Time Access Notification
Receive real time notifications from anywhere 
whenever a family member arrives home.

Simple Opening via Smart Phone
Your smart phone is the door key. 
Simply, unlock the doorlock with your smart 
phone via sHome app. In addition, you don’t 
need to go to the door for the Visitors. 
You can open the door for visitors easily 
via sHome app wherever you are.

Using the same fingerprint authentication 
methods as modern smart phones, the scanner 
is not affected by temperature or humidity. 
A precise and rapid one-touch direct fingerprint 
authentication method that does not require 
any further actions to open the door.

Smart Anti-theft Solutions

Touch Pad Randomizer 
Before you enter your Password, you will 
be prompted to enter two randomly chosen 
digits. This makes it impossible to guess which 
numbers have been entered by looking for 
fingerprint smudges on the touch pad.

Intrusion Alarm 
Forced entry or attempted tampering to 
bypass the lock will set off alarm immediately.

High Temperature Alarm 
When the built-in sensor detects abnormal 
high-temperature, the alarm will be triggered, 
and the doorlock will flash to alert the user. 
The doorlock will be also automatically 
unlocked to allow fast escape.

※ High-temperature detection function is 
     operational at about 70 °C ± 10 °C; this can vary    
     depending on the  installation environment.

Welcome Function
Approaching the door will automatically 
activate the touch pad allowing convenient 
Password entry. Repeated pacing around the 
entry will also set off the alarm.

Battery Alkaline 1.5V AA Battery(LR6) x 8  (DC 6V)

Product Size
Outer 88(W) X 392(H) X 63.8(D)mm

Inner 88(W) X 392(H) X 68.5(D)mm

Specification
Password Mechanical KeySmart Phone Fingerprint

Free download the mobile app 'sHome 
Doorlock' from the iTunes App StoreTM 
or Google PlayTM for Smart IoT Features.

Watch video


